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Symbiosis, the living together of unlike organisms as symbionts, is ubiquitous in the

natural world. Symbioses occur within and across all scales of life, from microbial to

macro-faunal systems. Further, the interactions between symbionts are multimodal in

both strength and type, can span from parasitic to mutualistic within one partnership, and

persist over generations. Studying the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of symbiosis

in natural or laboratory systems poses a wide range of challenges, including the long time

scales at which symbioses evolve de novo, the limited capacity to experimentally control

symbiotic interactions, the weak resolution at which we can quantify interactions, and the

idiosyncrasies of current model systems. These issues are especially challenging when

seeking to understand the ecological effects and evolutionary pressures on and of a

symbiosis, such as how a symbiosis may shift between parasitic and mutualistic modes

and how that shift impacts the dynamics of the partner population. In digital evolution,

populations of computational organisms compete, mutate, and evolve in a virtual

environment. Digital evolution features perfect data tracking and allows for experimental

manipulations that are impractical or impossible in natural systems. Furthermore, modern

computational power allows experimenters to observe thousands of generations of

evolution in minutes (as opposed to several months or years), which greatly expands

the range of possible studies. As such, digital evolution is poised to become a keystone

technique in our methodological repertoire for studying the ecological and evolutionary

dynamics of symbioses. Here, we review how digital evolution has been used to

study symbiosis, and we propose a series of open questions that digital evolution is

well-positioned to answer.

Keywords: symbiosis, digital evolution, parasitism, mutualism, artificial life, experimental evolution, coevolution

1. INTRODUCTION

In an 1878 lecture, Heinrich Anton de Bary introduced the term “symbiosis” in a biological
context to describe intimate associations between different types of organisms (Oulhen et al., 2016).
Symbiosis is ubiquitous in the natural world, especially when considering microbial symbionts
such as the human microbiome(s) (Paracer and Ahmadjian, 2000) (see Table 1 for relevant
definitions). Due to this pervasiveness, most species have co-evolved with symbionts in the past
and continue to do so in the present. Symbioses have been hypothesized to influence the evolution
of sexual recombination (Tooby, 1982; Ebert and Hamilton, 1996; Morran et al., 2011), complexity
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TABLE 1 | A list of definitions for terms used throughout.

Term Definition

Symbiosis A close and long-term relationship between at least

two organisms of different species.

Symbiont An organism engaged in a symbiosis. When one

organism is much smaller than its partner, it is

referred to as the symbiont and its partner is its host.

Endosymbiont A symbiont that lives inside of its host/partner.

Ectosymbiont A symbiont that lives outside of its host/partner,

usually physically attached.

Mutualism A relationship between organisms of different

species where both benefit.

Parasitism A relationship between organisms of different

species where one benefits and the other is harmed,

however the harm is usually not immediately lethal.

Commensalism A relationship between organisms of different

species where one benefits and the other is neither

harmed nor benefitted.

Obligate The host or symbiont’s relationship with the partner

is necessary for reproduction and/or survival.

Facultative The host or symbiont’s relationship with the partner

is not necessary for reproduction and survival.

(Dawkins and Krebs, 1979; Vermeij, 1993; Moran, 2007),
diversity (Zaman et al., 2011), evolvability (Williams, 2013), and
cooperation (Diggle et al., 2007), among many other behaviors
(Vermeij, 1994). Indeed, symbiosis in all of its varieties is essential
to our understanding of how life on our planet evolved, how it
may continue to evolve, and how its evolutionary mechanisms
can be harnessed to solve other problems.

However, there are still many open questions about the general
patterns and processes of symbiotic coevolution, for example:

1. Does a co-evolving symbiont decrease the partner’s
evolutionary rate?

2. Do symbioses promote the evolution of novel traits?
3. Is the effect of coevolution on the partner species different if

the symbiont is parasitic or mutualistic? If so, why?
4. What factors promote the evolution of symbiosis toward a

mutualistic or parasitic dynamic?
5. Does an obligate symbiosis always evolve from a facultative

symbiosis? If not, what determines the direction of evolution?

These questions are difficult to answer because of the interplay
between the evolutionary pressures selecting for a particular kind
of symbiosis (parasitic, commensalistic, or mutualistic; obligate
or facultative; etc.) and the evolutionary pressures resulting from
that symbiosis. For example, the presence of co-evolving parasites
typically selects for greater diversity in the host population
(Zaman et al., 2011), but there may then be pressure on the
symbiont species to evolve away from parasitism (Drew et al.,
2021).

There have been many efforts to study the long-term
evolutionary dynamics of symbiosis, including observational and
experimental studies of well-known symbiotic systems (Anstett
et al., 1997; Bshary and Grutter, 2006; Dean et al., 2009;

Laanto et al., 2017), analytically tractable mathematical models
(Akçay, 2015), and artificial biological systems (Momeni et al.,
2011). Each approach has strengths and weaknesses. Biological
systems are required to truly understand symbiosis in nature,
but testing the general principles underpinning the evolutionary
origins and consequences of symbiotic relationships can be
challenging due to the time scales over which the dynamics
occur (even bacteria require months to evolve, Sachs et al.,
2011) and the idiosyncrasies of any single system. It is also
difficult and expensive to track every symbiotic genetic trait in an
evolving biological population. On the other end of the spectrum,
population-level analytically tractable mathematical models are
faster and less expensive than using biological systems, but pay
for those benefits by making many consequential simplifying
assumptions. These assumptions can include that populations
have infinite size (Adami et al., 2016), species have a limited
number of possible genotypes, and forgoing the ability to track
individual-level interactions between organisms (Hellweger et al.,
2016).

Digital evolution is an individual- or agent-based modeling
approach (DeAngelis and Mooij, 2005; Railsback and Grimm,
2019) to studying evolution that strikes a balance between the
open-ended nature of biological systems and the speed, cost,
and transparency of analytically tractable mathematical models.
In digital evolution, populations of computational organisms
compete for resources, reproduce, mutate, and evolve in a digital
environment (described in further detail in section 3; Figure 1).

Digital evolution experiments have been used to address
important questions on a wide range of topics, including the
evolution of complexity (Adami et al., 2000; Lenski et al., 2003),
sexual recombination (Misevic et al., 2010), and division of labor
(Goldsby et al., 2012, 2014). Here, we argue that digital evolution
is a valuable framework for investigating both the evolutionary
origins and evolutionary consequences of symbiosis. We first
discuss the finer details of symbiosis and digital evolution in
sections 2 through 4. We then review the history of symbiosis
in digital evolution in section 5, and we show that symbiosis has
been a common theme throughout the history of digital evolution
research. In section 6, we review more recent experiments
conducted with digital evolution systems that have yielded
valuable insights about symbiosis, including the effect of parasites
on the evolution of host complexity (Zaman et al., 2014) and
diversity (Zaman et al., 2011), the role of vertical transmission
and spatial structure on the evolution of mutualism or parasitism
(Vostinar and Ofria, 2019), and the role of mutualistic symbiosis
on population diversity (Pachepsky et al., 2002). Finally, in
section 7, we suggest open questions in symbiosis and future
directions in digital evolution that will be best suited to answering
those questions.

2. SYMBIOSIS SCOPE AND WORKING
DEFINITION

While there has been debate about what particular dynamics
symbiosis includes, for the purposes of this review, we consider
it to be any interaction that (1) is close and long-term at the
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FIGURE 1 | Overview of the components of a hypothetical digital evolution system that supports endosymbiosis. (A) A virtual world contains computational

organisms of different phenotypes and provides them with space (in the computer’s memory) and resources (CPU cycles in this example). (B) Each host organism has

a digital genome and can contain one or more endosymbionts. The host takes in resources from the environment. (C) Endosymbionts each have a digital genome as

well, exist inside of their host, and might metabolize some of the resources that their host takes in. (D) Every host and endosymbiont’s digital genome is processed by

a digital ribosome to produce the organism’s phenotype. This process requires resources to occur.

individual level to the extent that the interaction has a significant
impact on the evolution of the species involved; (2) involves at
least two different species (to the extent that species are able to be
defined); and (3) is beneficial to one or more involved species.
Specifically, symbiosis includes interactions that are beneficial
to all involved species (mutualistic), beneficial to one involved
species and neutral to the other (commensal), or detrimental
for one species but beneficial to another (parasitic). Note that
an interaction can be a mutualism without being a mutualistic
symbiosis if members of different species cooperate with each
other but individuals are not engaged in a close and long-term
interaction with consistent individuals of the other species (Daida
et al., 1996). The same is true for parasitism and commensalism.

In particular, we are not considering predator-prey
relationships to fall under symbiosis for this review for two
reasons. First, predator-prey relationships typically do not
involve specific individuals living in close proximity (e.g.,
individuals of one species living within or on individuals of
another species) over a prolonged period of time as is the case in
symbiotic relationships (Combes, 2001; Lafferty and Kuris, 2002;
Raffel et al., 2008), which changes the evolutionary pressures and
mechanisms involved. Second, predator-prey dynamics in digital
evolution are reviewed by Dolson and Ofria in this issue (Dolson
and Ofria, 2021).

Finally, we do specifically include syntrophy or cross-feeding,
where one species lives off of the metabolic products of another

species in an “obligately mutualistic metabolism” (Morris et al.,
2013), if the relationship is specific and long-term at the
individual level, such that it would have a significant impact
on the evolution of the involved species. For the relationship
to be specific at the individual level, spatial structure is usually
necessary to enable two individuals to regularly share resources,
which excludes well-mixed systems from the scope.

3. WHAT IS DIGITAL EVOLUTION?

Digital evolution experiments have emerged as a powerful
research framework with which evolution can be studied. The
precise meaning of “digital evolution” has varied over time
and by research group, ranging from narrow definitions (e.g.,
populations of self-replicating computer programs that compete
for resources, mutate, and evolve, Wilke and Adami, 2002) to
broader definitions (e.g., any digital instantiation of evolution,
Lehman et al., 2020). Broadly, however, digital evolution features
populations of computational organisms that compete, mutate,
and evolve in a virtual world, as shown in Figure 1. We limit
the scope of our review to digital evolution systems with the
following characteristics (described in more detail below):

1. Instantiates the evolution of populations of individuals in
silico,

2. Has a practically infinite number of possible genomes,
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3. Has a complex genotype-to-phenotype mapping due (at least
in part) to the effects of symbiosis, and

4. Has implicit fitness.

3.1. Digital Instantiation of Evolution
As described by Thomas Ray, an early pioneer of digital
evolution research, “[t]he object of an [artificial life] instantiation
is to introduce the natural form and process of life into an
artificial medium” (Ray, 1993). Digital evolution (as we define
it in this review) does not attempt to simulate biological
organisms and their evolution; instead, digital evolution systems
instantiate evolutionary processes in a digital medium, allowing
experimenters to directly observe evolution in populations of
digital organisms (Pennock, 2007).

To accomplish this instantiation, digital evolution systems are
specified at the individual level (as opposed to the population
level) and include the requisites for evolution by natural
selection: reproduction with inheritance, competition, variation,
and time. Digital evolution systems define the genomes of
organisms in many different ways, but organisms are always able
to reproduce (often only asexually) and pass their genomes on to
their offspring. Digital organisms most often compete for limited
space in the environment (e.g., with offspring replacing random
organisms) or for other limited resources (e.g., CPU cycles or
energy). Variation is often introduced through mutations, but it
can also arise during sexual reproduction (e.g., cross-over).

3.2. (Practically) Unlimited Number of
Genomes
Genomes in digital evolution systems vary greatly in complexity
and form, ranging from relatively short computer programs
(using a specialized computer language), to sequences of 0’s
and 1’s, to single floating point numbers (Hindré et al., 2012).
However, there must be a practically unlimited number of
possible genomes. That is, populations must be capable of
containing many different mutants at one time, and the space
of possible genomes should be too large for an evolving
population to enumerate during an experiment. One of the
strengths of digital evolution is its ability to support and compare
a variety of selection-mutation regimes, including a “weak
selection, strong mutation” regime (Adami et al., 2016) where
mutants arise and co-exist in the population, leading to complex
ecological dynamics.

3.3. Complex Genotype-to-Phenotype Map
Digital evolution systems include complex genotype-to-
phenotype mappings, such that a single genotype can express
different phenotypes depending on chance and the endogenous
and exogenous factors affecting an individual organism at a
given point in time. Because there are many possible genotypes,
typically one phenotype can also be achieved by many different
genotypes. In systems that support symbioses, symbionts can
additionally affect the phenotype of a digital organism in
complex ways.

3.4. Implicit Fitness
Finally, here we focus on systems in which organism fitness is
implicit. That is, an organism’s fitness is determined by its ability
to survive and reproduce in its computational environment
(as influenced by chance events, its phenotype, life history,
environmental conditions, interactions with other organisms,
etc.). Because an organism’s fitness is dependent on its phenotype
and there is a non-trivial mapping between genotype and
phenotype, there is also a non-trivial relationship between an
organism’s genotype and its fitness.

There is a spectrum between explicit and implicit
fitness, with difficult-to-categorize systems in the middle.
However, this distinction excludes many evolutionary
algorithms where an individual’s fitness is explicitly
assessed using external criteria based on its genome
(e.g., a fitness or objective function) and an artificial
selection algorithm determines which individuals serve
as parents to contribute their genetic material to the
next generation.

4. BENEFITS OF DIGITAL EVOLUTION

Digital evolution serves as a valuable methodological bridge
between traditional population-level mathematical models and
biological model systems. In particular, digital evolution, like
individual/agent-based modeling in general, is well-suited to
discovering and testing novel theory, which can then enable more
targeted and tractable experiments using biological organisms.

Traditional population-level mathematical models of
evolution necessarily make simplifying assumptions to
remain tractable and solvable. Individual-based modeling,
in general, and digital evolution systems, in particular, relax
many of these simplifying assumptions, including many
that are relevant to the study of symbiosis. For example,
digital evolution systems contain finite populations, whereas
many traditional models must assume infinite populations.
Additionally, many population-level models assume a strong-
selection, weak-mutation regime, which can prevent multiple
mutations from simultaneously coexisting in a population.
In contrast, digital evolution systems are not constrained to
particular mutation-selection regimes and many mutations
can simultaneously coexist and interact in complex ways.
Complex spatial structures are also difficult to represent in
many population-level models; however, digital evolution
systems support arbitrary spatial structures (e.g., Dolson et al.,
2017). Finally, population-level models generally focus on only
population-level dynamics and fail to capture organism-level
details, such as an individual host of a particular phenotype
specifically associating with an individual symbiont of a
particular phenotype.

Biological model systems have their own set of limitations,
including the expense in materials and human labor required.
Digital evolution allows experimenters to observe hundreds
of thousands of generations of evolution in hours or days,
depending on the complexity of the organisms, virtual world,
and the size of the population(s). Moreover, digital evolution
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experiments can be easily scaled up with increased computational
power without the need for increased human labor or
physical reagents.

Digital evolution systems also facilitate experimental
manipulations and analyses that go beyond what is possible
in laboratory experiments. For example, digital evolution
experiments allow for precise control over basic parameters such
as population size, mutation rates and sizes, and the exact trade-
offs (or at least the mechanisms responsible for trade-offs) for
partners in a symbiotic relationship. They also support analyses
that would be prohibitively difficult with biological model
organisms, including testing the entire lineage of a symbiont
with one of its partner genotypes, eliminating mutations,
and conducting comprehensive “knock-out” experiments
investigating specific functionality.

The perfect control of digital evolution systems also means
that they can have perfect replicability. While experiments
in digital evolution systems typically have large amounts of
randomness and noise, that randomness is controlled by a
pseudo-random number generator that ensures that the exact
sequence of random events can be perfectly recreated. Most
currently-used digital evolution platforms are open source,
meaning all of their computer code is publicly available, and
therefore anyone is theoretically able to exactly recreate published
findings. This combination of factors leads to an ideal medium
for maximum replicability, scientific integrity, and transparency,
which has been of growing concern to evolutionary biologists and
ecologists (Lagisz and O’Dea, 2021).

Finally, digital evolution systems offer researchers the
opportunity to study evolution in organisms that share no
ancestry with carbon-based life (Ray, 1991; Wilke and Adami,
2002). All life on Earth is DNA or RNA based and likely
descended from a single common ancestor. This shared history
is a possible confounding factor, making it difficult to disentangle
general principles of symbiosis from the possible artifacts of
shared history and substrate (DNA and RNA). By reproducing
results across biological and digital systems, we can disentangle
general principles from effects specific to a particular model
organism or planetary body (Wilke and Adami, 2002).

5. SYMBIOSIS IN EARLY DIGITAL
EVOLUTION SYSTEMS

Computer viruses have long inspired the use of computers
and computational agents as model systems for studying
life (Spafford, 1994). From that inspiration, many digital
evolution systems were created to better study evolutionary
dynamics, and indeed, symbiosis—especially parasitism—is a
recurring theme in early digital evolution systems. Here, we
examine digital evolution’s history, focusing our attention on
systems that supported symbiosis and on systems that directly
inspired symbiosis-enabled systems.

5.1. EVOLVE
The EVOLVE software system is one of the earliest examples of
digital evolution (Conrad and Pattee, 1970; Conrad and Strizich,

1985; Rizki and Conrad, 1985; Brewster and Conrad, 1998).
EVOLVE included environmental factors such as light intensity
and temperature, as well as biologically-inspired organism
genomes comprising up to 40 genes, each containing up to 200
nucleic acid bases. The organisms collected resources, which they
then spent to avoid starvation and reproduce. O’Callaghan and
Conrad (1992) introduced symbiosis in EVOLVE III by allowing
organisms to gather resources from other organisms. The main
symbiotic interaction they observed was parasitic, resulting in
increased population size when symbiotic interactions were
enabled because of the novel niche created.

5.2. RAM
Taylor and colleagues developed the RAM digital evolution
system, demonstrating its use as a model system for studying lek
formation among sage grouse, mosquito control under different
environmental conditions, and predator-prey dynamics (Taylor
et al., 1987). In subsequent work, Taylor and colleagues used
the RAM system to study the ecological dynamics of the Hydra-
Chlorella system (Taylor et al., 1989). In this system, 100 Hydra
host organisms were represented with individual LISP computer
programs and memory. Several algal organisms (represented
with their own computer programs) were associated with each
host. While the system would have been capable of evolutionary
dynamics (there was reproduction with the possibility of
mutation and competition for space), the experiments were not
run long enough to demonstrate evolutionary timescales and the
populations were very small due to computational limitations.

5.3. Core World
The inspiration for many modern digital evolution systems that
are still actively supported and in use can be traced directly
back to the 1984 computer game “Core War” (Dewdney, 1984).
In Core War, human competitors used a simplified assembly
language called Redcode to write “gladiatorial” computer
programs that competed for space in the simulated core memory
of a computer. To win a bout of Core War, a program had to
shut down all of the processes associated with its competitor
programs. Many of the most successful programs engaged in
self-replication. Such replicator programs repeatedly created
copies of themselves, each of which also repeatedly copied
themselves ad infinitum. Thus, if one copy were to be destroyed
by an adversary, other copies would still persist and continue
replicating. Replicators could grow exponentially in memory,
rapidly outcompeting other programs. To our knowledge, none
of these replicator strategies engaged in any form of symbiosis.
Despite having populations of self-replicating programs and
competition, evolution did not occur in Core War because
replicators always created perfect copies of themselves.

Inspired by CoreWar, Rasmussen and colleagues created Core
World, in which they introduced the possibility for random
mutations when a program copied itself (Rasmussen et al.,
1989, 1990). The command used by replicator programs to
copy themselves was imperfect, sometimes writing a random
instruction instead of copying the intended instruction. With
these mutations, Core World succeeded in facilitating the
evolution of populations of computer programs. The CoreWorld
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system, however, proved to be ill-suited for studying evolution.
Programs written in Redcode were unlikely to survive mutations,
and as such, quickly accumulated deleterious mutations that
often drove the populations to extinction.

5.4. Tierra
Ecologist Thomas Ray’s Tierra system (Ray, 1991) innovated
on the design of Core World and facilitated some of the first
successful evolution experiments with self-replicating computer
programs. Genomes in Tierra were more evolvable than those
in Core World, because mutated daughter programs were less
likely to be broken. Unlike Core World, Tierra protected “living”
programs from being overwritten by their competitors, requiring
programs to explicitly request a protected block of memory into
which they could copy themselves. When the population grew to
the environment’s carrying capacity, Tierra removed the oldest
programs from the population to make room for new programs
to be born.

In initial experiments using Tierra, Ray founded populations
with an ancestral program capable only of self-replication (Ray,
1991). Competition for space dominated these early studies,
resulting in a strong selection pressure for organisms to increase
their replication rate. Ray observed organisms with shorter
genomes, which could be copied more quickly, evolve and
outcompete organisms with longer genomes, which took longer
to reproduce themselves.

In Tierra, Ray unexpectedly observed the evolution of
obligate parasites—programs that co-opted the copy machinery
of their competitors to copy themselves. While Ray labeled
these programs parasites, they did not directly harm their hosts.
Instead, they competed for the same limited resource (space)
as the “host” organisms, indirectly harming their host’s fitness
by preventing the host from being able to reproduce if the
environment lacked sufficient space for the host’s offspring.
In this way, they could be thought of as brood parasites. In
most experiments, Ray observed an evolutionary arms race
between hosts and parasites. Would-be host programs evolved
mechanisms for resisting parasites, and in turn, the parasites
evolved to penetrate those defensive mechanisms.

Ray subsequently observed what he termed “hyper-parasites,”
which parasitized the original indirect parasites. A hyper-parasite
directly stole resources (CPU cycles) from its host by tricking
the host into replicating the parasite’s genome when the host
attempted to replicate its own genome. These hyper-parasites
eventually evolved to become obligate cooperators with other
hyper-parasites, relying on their neighbors’ copy machinery
to successfully reproduce. Finally, cheaters emerged that did
not contain the copy machinery, instead taking advantage
of neighbors’ copy machinery, and replicating more quickly
as a result.

Mutualism was never observed to evolve de novo in Tierra.
To test if it was possible in his system, Ray created an artificial
mutualism by hand-coding two species that each contained only
part of the necessary code to copy themselves and relied on one
another. Such mutualists were able to persist, demonstrating that
mutualism could exist in Tierra (Ray, 1992).

The richness of observed evolutionary dynamics in Tierra was
initially surprising, given the simplicity of Tierra’s environment.
Research in digital evolution at this point in time, however, was
mostly observational, mirroring the historical stage of biological
research when it relied most heavily on careful observation
due to the difficulty of experimental manipulation. The next
stage in digital evolution research would come with Tierra’s
intellectual successor.

5.5. Avida
The Avida Digital Evolution Platform expanded on the design
of Tierra, adding cross-feeding behavior and true parasitism, as
well as a suite of sophisticated data tracking tools and the ability
for researchers to configure complex environments (Adami
and Brown, 1994; Cooper and Ofria, 2002; Ofria and Wilke,
2004; Ofria et al., 2009; Zaman et al., 2011). With this
support, digital evolution progressed beyond observational
studies of the natural history of virtual organisms to controlled
experimental studies.

In Avida, self-replicating “digital organisms” compete for
space on a lattice of grid spaces (Ofria et al., 2009). When an
organism reproduces, its offspring is placed in a nearby space
(or in a random space if the population is well-mixed), replacing
any occupants of that space. As in Tierra, improvements to the
speed of self-replication are advantageous during competition for
space in the environment, and organisms in Avida can increase
their replication rates by evolving greater replication efficiency
(e.g., using a more compact encoding). Additionally, Avida
introduced the concept of resources that can be “metabolized”
by a digital organism to accelerate the rate at which it expresses
its genome (i.e., its “metabolic rate”). Resources in Avida are
associated with completing designated tasks, such as computing
Boolean logic functions on inputs from the environment. Avida
gives experimenters fine-grained control over how resources are
configured, including their abundance (Cooper and Ofria, 2002),
spatial distribution (Dolson et al., 2017), and metabolic effects
(Canino-Koning et al., 2016, 2019).

Symbiosis was made possible in Avida when Zaman et al.
(2011) added support for parasites. These parasites are obligate
endosymbionts that steal a user-configured amount of resources
(in the form of CPU cycles) from their hosts. Parasites can
horizontally transmit their offspring to other hosts by copying
their genome and then attempting to inject their offspring into
another host. The injection is only successful, however, if the
parasite performed one of the same tasks as the would-be host,
similar to how bacteriophage target bacteria’s outer-membrane
proteins to enter a host (Kutter and Sulakvelidze, 2004).

Recently, Luo and colleagues introduced the possibility of
cross-feeding into Avida (Luo et al., 2019). Organisms can
create waste byproducts that can be further metabolized by
other organisms. These byproducts are not spatially limited,
however, and instead are accessible to all organisms in the
world. This simplification therefore precludes the evolution
of symbiosis via cross-feeding, because individual organisms
cannot engage in close and long-term interactions with others in
their vicinity.
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6. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS FINDINGS

As digital evolution techniques have matured, researchers have
leveraged those techniques to make valuable contributions to
the study of symbiosis’ evolutionary origins and consequences.
Their findings can generally be grouped into three categories
that we review here: (1) symbiosis’ effect on sustained population
diversity, (2) symbiosis’ effect on the evolution of complexity,
and (3) the factors that select for the evolution of a parasitic
or mutualistic symbiosis. A summary and comparison of the
modern digital evolution systems that support symbiosis is
presented in Tables 2, 3.

6.1. Diversity
Digital evolution research has long featured studies of diversity,
including symbiosis’ role in its origins and maintenance (Ray,
1992). For example, Ray (1992) evolved two populations of digital
organisms, introducing a parasite to one population but not
the other to determine how host-parasite coevolution influenced
diversity. After the evolutionary run, Ray observed that the
population without parasites contained eight “species,” whereas
the population with parasites contained sixteen species. However,
Ray did not further investigate why the addition of parasites
doubled the final diversity sustained in the population.

6.1.1. Parasitism
Parasites are hypothesized to be able to increase host diversity
through several mechanisms (Brockhurst et al., 2004).
Theoretically, parasites will experience selection to infect
the most prevalent host species (all else being equal), which
then could decrease that host species’ fitness and enable other
species to increase in prevalence, leading again to pressure for
the parasite to target the now most prevalent host (Benton,
2009). Beyond such eco-evolutionary dynamics, parasites may
pressure hosts to rapidly evolve, potentially resulting in faster
host diversification than would otherwise be expected (Bérénos
et al., 2011). However, empirically disentangling the particular
mechanisms underlying host diversification requires the ability
to manipulate both host-parasite interactions and the potential
for novel variation, which can be prohibitively difficult in
biological experimental systems.

Zaman et al. (2011) used the Avida Digital Evolution Platform
to investigate the effects of rapid evolution on host-parasite
diversity. Zaman and colleagues found that parasites increased
host diversity through a combination of ecological and rapid
evolutionary dynamics. Specifically, they found that:

1. Host populations that co-evolved with parasites had
significantly more diversity over long timescales than hosts
not co-evolving with parasites.

2. When all mutations were prevented (after an initial period
of evolution), host populations with parasites were still more
diverse than populations without parasites.

3. The presence of parasites significantly amplified the diversity
generated from novel variation (mutations).

These results indicate that the presence of co-evolving parasites
interacts with novel variation (via mutations) to increase host

diversity through rapid evolutionary dynamics beyond what
would be expected from novel variation or parasites alone.

From those findings, the question remained: what causes that
interaction between co-evolving parasites and novel variation?
Novel variation via mutations can be split into adaptive and non-
adaptive mutations. To answer this question, it was necessary
to determine what role the non-adaptive mutations play in the
increase of host diversity in the presence of parasites. Digital
evolution systems such as Avida are ideal for gaining insight
into this dynamic because they can programatically prevent
non-adaptive mutations, allowing researchers to determine
what effect non-adaptive mutations have on host diversity.
Fortuna and colleagues pursued this question by experimentally
preventing non-adaptive mutations in hosts co-evolving with
parasites (Fortuna et al., 2017). They found that, when only
adaptive mutations were allowed, host phenotypic diversity was
significantly lower than when both non-adaptive and adaptive
mutations were allowed. This result indicates that non-adaptive
mutations play a significant role in the host phenotypic diversity
resulting from co-evolution with parasites.

In both Zaman et al. (2011) and Fortuna et al. (2017), hosts
were limited to nine different behaviors to obtain resources,
which, in turn, limited the ways in which parasites could
infect hosts. This limit is not realistic and raises the question:
what level of diversity could evolve in a population with
more possible resource-rewarding behaviors? To answer this
question, Zaman updated the Avida digital evolution system
to support many more resource-uptake behaviors. Zaman also
increased the carrying capacity of the Avida world to determine
if there was an upper bound to the diversity the system could
support (Zaman, 2018). He found that, when the population
carrying capacity was increased, the evolved host and parasite
population diversity increased with more possible behaviors in
an unbounded trajectory. This result indicates that the diversity
capable of being supported in the Avida digital evolution system
with parasites is likely much greater than previously seen.

6.1.2. Mutualism
Much of the focus of previous research has been on parasites’
effect on host diversity. However, mutualistic symbioses can
also impact species diversity. For example, cross-feeding is an
ecological interaction where one organism produces a waste
byproduct that another organism is able to metabolize (Seth and
Taga, 2014); if two organisms from separate species are able
to metabolize one another’s waste products, they can form a
mutualistic symbiosis. This mechanism has been previously used
to construct engineered biological symbioses (Momeni et al.,
2011) and has been studied with several digital evolution systems.

Rocabert et al. (2017) demonstrated the importance of
temporal variability (through batch culture conditions) to the
evolution of a one-way cross-feeding relationship in the digital
evolution system Evo2Sim. Organisms in Evo2Sim consist
of genomes that contain “genomic units” that can be non-
coding, promoters, or enzyme coding units. These genomic
units determine the metabolic network of the organism,
leading to a complex interplay of various concentrations of
metabolites both inside and outside of the organism and
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TABLE 2 | A comparison of the digital evolution software systems used in the work reviewed in section 6.

System Code available

(Locations in

Table 3)

Ongoing

development

Parasitic

symbiosis

Mutualistic

symbiosis

Endo-symbiosis Ecto-symbiosis Graphical user

interface

Avida2 Yes No Yes No Yes No ncurses

GUI

Symbulation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Web GUI

Evo2Sim Yes Yes No Yes No Yes JavaScript

GUI

Stringmol Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No

Crombach and

Hogeweg (2009)

No No No Yes No Yes No

Pachepsky et al.

(2002)

No No No Yes No Yes No

Colizzi and

Hogeweg (2016)

Yes No Yes No No Yes No

Each system supports at least one form of symbiosis.

different proteins determining the flow of those metabolites.
Specific essential metabolites determine if an organism is able
to reproduce when a space is cleared near them (through
the death of neighboring organism), however there is a
threshold of any metabolite that is lethal to the organism.
The metabolites produced by an organism diffuse at a user-
controlled rate, enabling the possibility of one organism relying
on the nutrients output by a neighboring organism (and
therefore decreasing the toxicity in the space), leading to
mutualistic symbiosis.

Rocabert et al. (2017) used this system to investigate
specific dynamics that had been observed in the Long-Term
Evolution Experiment (LTEE, Rozen and Lenski, 2000; Elena
and Lenski, 2003). Two ecotypes had been observed, one (L)
that grows on the primary nutrient provided, and another
(S) that grows on the by-product produced by Rocabert and
colleagues investigated how this cross-feeding relationship could
avoid breakdown through competitive exclusion and remain
stable over evolutionary time periods. They demonstrated that
temporal variation in the amount of primary resource availability
was critical to the stable co-existence of these two ecotypes, such
as in batch culture conditions. In batch culture conditions, the
ecotype that fed on the primary resource, which they called A,
grew rapidly when fresh resources were introduced periodically.
However, organisms of type A soon ran out of resource and
a toxic amount of by-product started to build up. This build-
up enabled organisms of type B, which could digest A’s by-
product, to proliferate. Environments that lacked this resource
seasonality, such as a chemostat, had brief appearances of type
B, but the symbiosis was never stable because organisms of
type A were able to eventually outcompete organisms of type
B. In the chemostat environment, type A organisms did not
need type B to decrease the toxicity because byproducts were
cleared from the system, preventing a mutualistic symbiosis
from forming.

These results demonstrate that mutualistic symbiosis through
cross-feeding can increase the diversity of species or ecotypes

TABLE 3 | The locations of available digital evolution software that supports

symbiosis.

System Code location

Avida2 Bryson et al., 2021, https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.5068026

Symbulation Vostinar, 2021, https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.5062147

Evo2Sim Rocabert et al., 2021, https://github.com/

charlesrocabert/Evo2Sim

Stringmol StringMol, 2021, https://github.com/

franticspider/stringmol

Colizzi and Hogeweg (2016) Colizzi and Hogeweg, 2016, Supplementary

Material

in a system, but only when the environment is such that both
ecotypes suffer in the absence of the other. In the absence
of a detrimental fitness affect without the partner, competitive
exclusion will cause the cross-feeding relationship to be unstable
over evolutionary timescales.

While the previous study focused on only two ecotypes,
Crombach and Hogeweg (2009) investigated the dynamics of
resource cycling by individual organisms and groups by enabling
coevolution of many ecotypes in a digital evolution system. In
their system, organisms were able to sense types of resources (in
the form of bitstrings) near them and were able to metabolize the
resource by outputing a matching bitstring. This process changed
the resource to another type, allowing resources to cycle between
many types over time. There was the potential for mutualistic
symbiosis through local cross-feeding if a species evolved to rely
on another species to change a resource to a type the first species
could better metabolize. However, there was also the possibility
that organisms would instead evolve to be generalist consumers
and not rely on others.
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Many of Crombach and Hogeweg (2009) investigations were
not focused on the effect or evolution of mutualistic symbiosis.
Instead they were focused on the difference between the null
model, where organisms were randomly moved around, and the
local model, where organisms maintained a consistent position.
When organisms were not randomly moved, they had both
consistent partners and consistent resources. Therefore, they
couldn’t separate the effect of symbiosis from the effect of the
organisms interacting with consistent resources.

However, Crombach and Hogeweg (2009) did confirm
mutualistic symbiosis through local cross-feeding evolved by
verifying in some experiments that some organisms were
dependent on others for resources. This relationship evolved only
when there was strong direct selection on organisms to be able
to process local resources. Local cross-feeding did not, however,
cause a meaningful or significant difference in population
diversity from non-symbiotic population-level cross-feeding in
the null model. This result indicates that mutualistic symbiosis
will not necessarily increase population diversity, especially when
other dynamics dominate a system.

Finally, Pachepsky et al. (2002) focused specifically on the
effect on population diversity of mutualistic symbiosis through
cross-feeding. In this digital evolution system, when an organism
digested resources, they produced waste of the resource types that
they took in but could not digest in their local area. Therefore,
organisms that were located near each other and happen to be
able to digest different resource types could evolve a mutualistic
symbiosis through cross-feeding in this system. Because this
was a digital evolution system, the effect of cross-feeding
mutualisms on diversity could be directly measured by running
control treatments without the production of predictable waste
byproducts (instead a random byproduct was produced), thus
guaranteeing that cross-feeding mutualisms could not evolve
while maintaining the amount of resources in the environment.
They found that, when organisms produced consistent waste
byproducts, mutualistic symbioses were able to evolve and
a larger number of phenotypes were able to persist in the
environment. This result was found to be independent of whether
novel variation through mutation was enabled or disabled.

Pachepsky et al. (2002) also found that the total number
of organisms in the population was actually lower with cross-
feeding mechanisms enabled. This was likely because the
organisms specialized and became dependent on their symbiotic
partners, limiting their population growth. Communities with
cross-feeding were also found to be more stable after an
environmental perturbation (in the form of a change in the type
of resource coming into the system) than communities without
cross-feeding. This result was due to the communities with cross-
feeding being able to digest a wider range of resources as a whole
than communities without cross-feeding.

6.1.3. Diversity Summary
Taken together, the research on population diversity using digital
evolution systems with symbionts indicates that both parasitic
and mutualistic symbioses can increase diversity through the
creation of new niches with or without novel variation (through
mutation). When the symbionts are parasitic, the fitness benefits

of escaping from them create novel niches for hosts. However,
when symbionts are mutualistic, it is the reliance on the partner
that creates the novel niches.

The relationship between diversity and population size is
more complicated. An increased carrying capacity, along with
a sufficient number of possible behaviors in the presence of
parasites, can lead to an unbounded increase in diversity.
However, a mutualistic symbiosis can limit population growth
because of the partners’ dependence on one another. This limit
on population growth may mean that mutualistic symbiosis
eventually limits or slows the diversity achievable in a population.

Finally, none of the digital evolution systems used in the
reviewed studies allowed for the evolution of symbiosis along
the parasitism-mutualism spectrum. Determining how such
evolution interacts with diversity remains an open question
(discussed further in section 7).

6.2. Complexity
Complex traits are found everywhere in nature, from the
complex organs such as eyes that first concerned Darwin,
to the many biochemical pathways that allow each of us to
function (Goldsmith, 1990; Szostak et al., 2001). However,
many questions remain surrounding the processes by which
this complexity could have arisen (Simpson and Simpson, 1949;
Dawkins, 1997; Szostak et al., 2001; Shanahan, 2004; Lynch, 2007;
Gould, 2011). In particular, there is no inherent link between
complexity and fitness: if an organism is needlessly complex, its
fitness will likely suffer. The question is then: why do some niches
favor organisms with more complex traits?

Methodological challenges in biological systems have severely
limited experimental testing of hypotheses for how complexity
could have arisen. Observational studies of historical data are
unable to determine causation, and experimental evolution
studies require extraordinary time and resources due to the
timescales necessary for complexity to evolve (Dawkins and
Krebs, 1979; Hazen et al., 2007). There also is not firm consensus
on an objective way to measure the complexity of biological
organismal traits, leading to rhetorical arguments that can further
obscure and delay empirical research (Adami et al., 2000; Adami,
2002).

Digital evolution systems are able to overcome this difficulty
by limiting possible behaviors to those that are easily quantified
as more or less complex, such as the exact size of the genome
needing to be replicated (Liard et al., 2020) or the number of
basic operations necessary to complete a logic task (Lenski et al.,
2003). Digital evolution systems are also able to evolve hundreds
of thousands of generations of organisms in days or weeks while
keeping a perfect genealogical record.

The most basic functionality necessary for the evolution
of complexity is the ability to replicate. In the RNA World
Hypothesis, however, this replication was not self-replication,
but instead replication of other RNA strings (Gilbert, 1986).
This form of replication raises the issue of parasitic or cheater
strings, as discussed by Colizzi and Hogeweg (2016), that are
copied frequently, but do not in turn replicate other strings and
thus lead to the whole system breaking down. However, Colizzi
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and Hogeweg (2016) used a digital evolution system with RNA-
inspired replicators to demonstrate that, in the presence of spatial
structure, these parasitic strings may actually increase the overall
replication efficiency of a population of replicators.

The digital evolution system designed by Colizzi andHogeweg
(2016) consists of a population of replicators, which cannot
replicate themselves, but instead must form “complexes” with
a neighboring replicator to facilitate the replication of one
of the strings. Which string is actually copied depends on
characteristics of the replicators involved, meaning that parasitic
or cheater string types can evolve that are copied more often
than other types. Note that, like Ray’s original “parasites”
discussed in section 5.4, these parasites are more similar to brood
parasites, since they do not directly harm the host and instead
their offspring compete with the host’s offspring for resources
and space.

With this system, Colizzi and Hogeweg (2016) experimentally
determined the effect of parasites and spatial structure on the
evolution of replication and complexity. They found that, in the
presence of spatial structure, the presence of co-evolving parasites
actually increased the replication efficiency and complexity of
the “host” strings. This result was due to the parasites dying out
in small patches, leading to pressure on the surviving strings to
replicate quickly to take advantage of these patches.

Hickinbotham et al. (2021) further investigated the evolution
and effects of parasites in a digital evolution RNA world
using an automata chemistry system, Stringmol (StringMol,
2021). They found that the presence of co-evolving parasites
led hosts to evolve increasingly complex strategies to
differentiate themselves from parasites as well as defend
against parasites.

In Stringmol, replicators are a string of computer
programming instructions that are not capable of replicating
themselves (StringMol, 2021). Instead, they must bind to another
string and copy that string, which may be a copy of themselves.
Like Tierra (Ray, 1991), Stringmol strongly favors the evolution
smaller organisms (those with fewer instructions to copy) as
well as replicators that are more frequently the string copied
instead of the string doing the copying, which Hickinbotham and
colleagues termed parasites. However, again, these “parasites” do
not directly harm the host and instead their offspring compete
with the host’s offspring, a process reminiscent of brood parasites
in the natural world. In addition, replicators randomly engage
with other replicators nearby instead of engaging in a lifelong
symbiotic interaction with one other individual (Hickinbotham
et al., 2021). Because organisms do not move, there is high
likelihood of repeated interactions between two specific
organisms. Thus, the interactions in this system are on the edge of
parasitic symbiosis.

Hickinbotham and colleagues found that the evolution of
parasites could have several different effects on the evolution of
complexity of the host replicators (Hickinbotham et al., 2021).
On one extreme, the evolution of parasites frequently caused
the population to go extinct (12 out of 20 populations). For the
remaining eight, the population typically increased in size due
to an evolved increase in replicating efficiency. In addition, host
replicators evolved several strategies for combating parasites:

1. Reduced replication rates of hosts decreased the competitive
advantage of parasites because parasites relied on hosts to
replicate them.

2. Introduction of fixed reproductive costs further decreased the
competitive advantage of parasites because the relative cost
was less for other hosts than for parasites.

3. Increasingly complex mechanisms for discriminating self
from parasites enabled hosts to avoid copying parasites.

In addition to the effect of parasites on host evolution,
Hickinbotham and colleagues also observed interesting dynamics
in parasite evolution. Instead of separate parasite lineages as is

often assumed, new parasites in Stringmol continually arose from
mutated replicators (Hickinbotham et al., 2021). They suggest
that novel parasites may flourish because the features they inherit

from their immediate replicator ancestor may allow them to
circumvent that replicator’s defense system. When the replicator

subsequently evolves effective defenses against these parasites, the
parasites die out and are replaced by newly parasitic offspring of
the replicator. They point out that if these observed dynamics of
parasite evolution hold in the prebiotic RNA world, that could
lead to significantly different outcomes than expected from co-

evolving independent host and parasite species (Hickinbotham
et al., 2021).

While the previous articles focused on ectosymbiotic parasites’

effect in a prebiotic system, Zaman et al. (2014) focused on the
effects of endosymbiotic parasites on the behavioral complexity
of self-replicating hosts. They hypothesized that co-evolving
symbionts could influence the evolution of host complexity
in two ways. First, based on the Red Queen Hypothesis,

they hypothesized that the presence of co-evolving parasites
could directly select for increased complexity. The Red Queen
Hypothesis posits that co-evolving species can be in an arms race
that forces them both to continually evolve to compete with each
other (Dawkins and Krebs, 1979).

However, there is no inherent reason that escalation must

occur (Thompson, 2005a,b), leading to Zaman and colleagues’
second hypothesis: “genetic memory” can lead to the evolution
of more complex strategies (Zaman et al., 2014). Zaman and
colleagues point out that an arms race could be cyclical, such
that the species involved cycle between two or more strategies
of equal complexity. This cycle is prevented if one or both species

retain a “genetic memory” of strategies that counter all previously
encountered partners, forcing their opponents to continually
evolve novel strategies to compete. If there are a limited number
of unique simple strategies in a symbiotic system, they will

eventually be exhausted. Once this occurs, the populations must
evolve more complex strategies if they are to continue adapting.

Using the same parasites in the Avida digital evolution system

as discussed in the previous section, Zaman and colleagues
leveraged the clear definition of complexity in the Avida system
to determine how parasites affect hosts’ evolution to perform
complex tasks (Zaman et al., 2014). In this system, hosts were
under pressure to escape their parasites by changing their
resource-gathering behavior. Hosts could do this by simply
cycling between several simple behaviors if their parasites lost the
ability to infect extinct hosts (i.e., lacked “genetic memory”).
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Zaman and colleagues evolved populations both with and
without parasites and recorded the complexity of the logic
tasks the organisms evolved. Note that in these experiments, as
opposed to the default configuration, there was no direct benefit
to becoming more complex. Instead, a benefit for increased
complexity could arise as a byproduct of co-evolving with
parasites. They found that host populations with co-evolving
parasites evolved significantly more complex behavior than hosts
evolving without parasites. This increase in complexity could
have been due to the step-wise escalation (i.e., arms race) between
hosts and parasites, or it could have emerged because parasites
were exerting some additional pressure on the hosts not to cycle
back to previously evolved phenotypes.

To determine the cause of the increased host complexity,
Zaman and colleagues experimentally manipulated the Avida
system to eliminate any advantage to parasites in retaining
a broad host range (i.e., their “genetic memory”) and reran
their experiment. If the hosts had evolved increased complexity
due only to the arms race with parasites, then they should
have reached the same level of complexity. However, hosts
evolved under this experimental design evolved significantly
less complexity than hosts evolved with normal co-evolving
parasites. In fact, these hosts were indistinguishable from host
populations evolved without parasites. These results indicate
that it was the diversity of co-evolving hosts and parasites
that caused the parasites to retain a broad host range (a
“genetic memory”), creating selection for increasingly complex
hosts. Zaman and colleagues termed this the Population-Genetic
Memory Hypothesis (Zaman et al., 2014).

Co-evolution with parasites could also affect the evolution of
complexity via evolution of increased evolvability to escape those
parasites. Zaman et al. (2014) were able to conduct an evolvability
analysis by mapping every phenotypic change to every possible
point mutation for the most prevalent host genotype from all
populations of hosts with and without parasites at the end of
the evolution experiments. They found that function-switching
mutations were >10-fold more common in hosts that evolved
with parasites than in hosts that evolved without parasites. This
result indicates that co-evolving with parasites indirectly selected
for more evolvable genomes, because hosts were then more likely
to avoid infection.

Overall, these findings indicate that the presence of parasites
can cause an increase in the complexity and evolvability of hosts.
They also demonstrate the value of using digital evolution in
examining these questions, because it enables increased control
of possible complex behaviors and analysis of mutational effects.

However, previous work in digital evolution has not
investigated the effect of mutualistic symbionts on the evolution
of complexity, nor how endosymbiosis affects the evolution of
the symbionts. These and other open questions are discussed in
section 7.

6.3. Parasitism-Mutualism Spectrum
The research discussed in the previous two sections has
focused on the effect of a strictly parasitic or mutualistic
symbiosis on various aspects of population dynamics. However,
symbionts can evolve along a spectrum between parasitism

and mutualism. Another important question is then: what
influences that evolution? Two hypothesized influences are
the vertical transmission rate and spatial structure. Vertical
transmission (when a symbiont’s offspring are able to infect
a host’s offspring) is hypothesized to align the reproductive
interests of symbiont and host, because the symbiont’s fitness
can benefit from increases in the host’s fitness (Shapiro and
Turner, 2014). However, experimentally manipulating vertical
transmission rate over evolutionary timescales can be difficult
or impossible in many biological systems. Spatial structure
(when offspring remain spatially close to their parents instead
of dispersing away) has generally been found to increase the
selection for cooperation, because it enables cooperators to
stay near related organisms who are likely also cooperators,
making cooperation both more beneficial and more resistant to
cheating organisms (Yamamura et al., 2004). Part of the effect of
spatial structure on cooperation, however, relies on kin selection
(where a benefit to related organisms increases a focal organism’s
indirect fitness) and may not apply directly to cooperation
between organisms of different species (Griffin and West, 2002).
Therefore, determining experimentally the effect of these two
factors on the evolution between parasitism and mutualism has
historically been challenging.

To overcome this difficulty, Vostinar and Ofria created
a simple digital evolution system to investigate these
dynamics (Vostinar and Ofria, 2019). The Symbulation
system currently supports a population of host organisms and
a population of obligate endosymbionts. Organisms reproduce
when they accrue enough resources, making fitness implicitly
defined. An organism’s phenotype depends on both its own
genotype and its partners, and there are many possible genomes.
In addition, organisms can evolve behavior along a spectrum
from antagonistic (where the symbiont is parasitic and the
host is defensive) to mutualistic (where both partners actively
contribute resources to the other).

In this system, Vostinar and Ofria experimentally
manipulated vertical transmission rate and whether offspring
were placed immediately next to their parent or randomly
in the world. They found that both with and without spatial
structure, vertical transmission rate did increase selection for
mutualistic behavior between the host and symbiont when there
was sufficient starting variation in the population. However,
regardless of vertical transmission rate, mutualism did not evolve
when the hosts and symbionts started from an antagonistic
relationship and parasitism did not evolve when the hosts and
symbionts started from a mutualistic relationship (Vostinar and
Ofria, 2019).

While the effect of vertical transmission rate was independent
of spatial structure, Vostinar and Ofria found that the effect of
spatial structure was not independent of the vertical transmission
rate (Vostinar and Ofria, 2019). At high and low amounts of
vertical transmission, the presence of spatial structure increased
the amount of mutualistic behavior or decreased the amount
of antagonistic behavior, respectively. However, at intermediate
values of vertical transmission, the presence of spatial structure
significantly decreased the amount of mutualistic behavior, in
some treatments to the point that an antagonistic relationship
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evolved instead. Vostinar and Ofria hypothesized this to be due
to a decreased amount of local symbiont diversity, which caused
a reduction in the average mutualistic quality of symbionts
that could infect naive hosts, selecting against mutualistic
behavior (Vostinar and Ofria, 2019). These results indicate that
vertical transmission does select for mutualistic behavior, but it
is insufficient on its own, and it has complex interactions with
spatial structure and population diversity which warrant further
study as discussed in the following section.

7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

As detailed in the previous section, there have been several
exciting breakthroughs regarding the evolutionary dynamics
of symbiosis that were made possible by digital evolution
systems. Howevermany questions remain, some of which current
systems could investigate, and some of which will require
expansion of current systems or new digital evolution systems
altogether. A number of previous reviews raise many interesting
questions regarding the evolution of symbiosis (Daida et al., 1996;
Bergstrom et al., 2003; Auld and Tinsley, 2015; Strona, 2015;
Drew et al., 2021). Here, we focus on those that digital evolution
is particularly well-suited to address.

In this section, we first discuss how digital evolution results
can be compared to results from biological systems. We then
discuss specific questions that digital evolution systems could be
used to address. These questions are grouped into two categories:
(1) the effects that a co-evolving symbiont has on its partner’s
evolutionary trajectory and vice versa and (2) the factors that
select for the initial evolution of the varying forms of symbiosis.
Finally, we detail the gaps in current systems that aremost in need
of implementation to answer these pressing questions.

7.1. Digital Evolution Results in Relation to
Biological Systems
As discussed in section 3, digital evolution systems typically
do not attempt to simulate specific biological systems. Instead,
they aim to find general processes and patterns likely to also be
found in biological systems. Because of this, digital evolution
can be viewed as a faster and less expensive way to initially test
hypotheses about evolutionary processes. If the results found in
digital evolution systems are promising, researchers may then
choose to invest the time and resources to test if the results are
also observed in biological systems.

The insights gained regarding symbiosis in digital evolution
systems have impacted the biological literature several times.
For example, Rocabert et al. (2017)’s findings were cited by
Zhao et al. (2019) to potentially explain dynamics observed in
human gut microbiomes, and Crombach and Hogeweg (2009)’s
findings were included in Hindré et al. (2012), which reviewed
bacterial adaptive dynamics. Finally, Zaman et al. (2014) has
been quite influential on research regarding bacteriophage-host
evolutionary dynamics (Masri et al., 2015; Burmeister et al.,
2016; Stroud and Losos, 2016; Bento et al., 2017; Queller and
Strassmann, 2018; Furubayashi et al., 2020; Ryan, 2020).

However, it is not necessarily possible or practical to replicate
experiments from digital evolution in biological systems with
current technology. For example, preventing any mutations
from occurring, or only allowing mutations of a certain type,
while allowing the populations to continue otherwise as normal
is currently impossible in biological systems. Other forms of
analysis are also currently infeasible, such as collecting a complete
genetic sequence on every individual organism, identifying all
mutations that have occurred in all populations, and determining
what effects (if any) those mutations had (such as the evolvability
analysis done by Zaman et al., 2014).

Further, the goal of many digital evolution systems and studies
is to create an instantiation of evolution, not a simulation.
Therefore, results do not need to be verified in biological systems,
because they are accurate observations of the system in which
they were found, in the same way that results from any particular
model biological system are valid observations of the model
system. As with any biological system, it is possible for the
results in a digital evolution system to be due to artifacts or
idiosyncrasies of the system. Ultimately, the aim is usually to find
generalizable processes and patterns, and the only way to know if
a process is generalizable is to look for it in many systems, both
digital and biological.

7.2. How Does the Presence of a
Co-evolving Symbiont Alter Host
Evolutionary Directions and Vice Versa?
The first set of open questions we will discuss focuses on
the interaction between co-evolving symbionts. The presence
of a co-evolving symbiotic partner is likely to influence the
evolutionary dynamics of a species in many ways. Here we
discuss eight dynamics—complexity, diversity, competition,
sexual reproduction, eusociality, range expansions/shifts, and
open-ended evolution—that have been hypothesized to be
influenced by a co-evolving symbiont and are well-suited to being
studied further using digital evolution.

7.2.1. Complexity
As discussed previously, evolution in biological systems has
produced a plethora of incredibly complex traits, leading to the
question: what mechanisms selected for such complex traits?
Previous research (detailed in section 6) determined that the
presence of co-evolving parasites can cause hosts to evolve
greater complexity due to population-genetic memory (Zaman
et al., 2014). However, that work focused solely on obligate
parasites; other forms of symbiosis could influence the evolution
of complexity in many ways as well.

Outside of our definition of digital evolution, previous
research has leveraged the idea of “symbiotic scaffolding” to
evolve organisms able to solve mathematical problems (Watson
et al., 2000). The hypothesis of symbiotic scaffolding is that a
mutualistic symbiont can provide functional scaffolds, enabling
a host to evolve more complex traits before then being under
selection to evolve away from dependence on the symbiont.
However, it is an open question if the host would actually
evolve away from depending on its symbiotic partner (and
what conditions would select for that outcome) (Moran, 2007).
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Another possible outcome could be that the presence of a
mutualistic symbiont would select against increased beneficial
complexity in the host, because the symbiont is already providing
that benefit. The presence of a mutualistic symbiont could
also select against the evolution of further complexity in
the host if otherwise beneficial mutations interfered with the
symbiotic mechanisms.

Finally, many observations of biological systems have noted
a loss of complexity due to evolutionary degradation in obligate
endosymbionts (McCutcheon and Moran, 2012; Bennett and
Moran, 2015). This could be due to several possible factors,
including decreased selective pressure on vertically transmitted
endosymbionts, decreased opportunities for endosymbionts to
purge deleterious mutations, reduced need for certain costly
genes (The Black Queen Hypothesis, Morris et al., 2012; Mas
et al., 2016) and increased protection for endosymbionts from
competition and predation in the sheltered environments their
hosts provide. Digital evolution systems capable of similar
processes with symbiosis may be helpful in determining general
patterns, such as when degradation can occur and what factors
could prevent it.

7.2.2. Diversity
As discussed in section 6, previous results have shown that greater
phenotypic diversity emerges when parasitic or mutualistic
symbionts coevolve than when the two species evolve in isolation.
Similar dynamics are likely to occur at different time and spatial
scales, leading to greater species-level diversity as well. However,
because digital evolution systems typically focus on asexual
organisms, the separation between species-level and phenotype-
level diversity within these systems is often ambiguous and
unclear. Therefore, the term “diversity” in this section refers to
both species-level and phenotype-level diversity.

Beyond the previously discussed scenarios, there are also
situations in which the presence of symbionts is expected to
decrease the amount of diversity a population evolves. For
example, mathematical models have shown that, if there is a
cost to deleterious mutations, a host species co-evolving with
parasites may evolve to have a mutation rate of zero, decreasing
diversity of the host population, while the parasite mutation
rate increases (Haraguchi and Sasaki, 1996). However, a higher
mutation rate in hosts could enable them to escape co-evolving
parasites and would likely lead to higher host and parasite
population diversity (Haraguchi and Sasaki, 1996). Therefore,
further investigation is needed to determine how each of these
competing pressures on the mutation rate of hosts influences the
amount of host population diversity.

On the other side of the symbiosis spectrum, previous
work has demonstrated that mutualistic symbionts can increase
diversity if they enable new niches (Pachepsky et al., 2002).
However, dependence on mutualistic symbionts may restrict
further evolution and population growth, thereby decreasing
diversity in the long term compared to populations without
mutualistic symbiosis. Other mutualistic symbioses may actually
be driven by mutual exploitation, and so there may be pressure
for the partners to escape each other (Vidal and Segraves, 2021).
Which factors influence these two outcomes is an open question.

Further, previous work has shown that having an obligate
relationship with a symbiotic partner could make a species
more vulnerable if that partner begins to struggle due to
environmental change, as is hypothesized to be the case in
numerous biological systems including coral reefs (Hughes et al.,
2018; Husnik and Keeling, 2019). Early digital evolution work
observed cascading extinctions in a population of symbiotic
organisms, but not in a parallel population of non-symbiotic
organisms (O’Callaghan and Conrad, 1992). Other work on
non-symbiotic cross-feeding in digital evolution has examined
the effect of mass extinctions (Luo et al., 2019), and future
work that enables symbiotic mutualism would be valuable to
determine the robustness of such populations. Given there are
potentially conflicting mechanisms acting on diversity in the
presence of mutualistic symbiosis (novel niches and vulnerability
to extinction), determining how these mechanisms interact in
various systems would be beneficial, especially considering the
growing concerns of mass extinction in Earth’s biosphere.

7.2.3. Competition
The Escape-from-Enemy/Parasite-Escape hypothesis is the idea
that some invasive species may be successful because they have
escaped their natural parasites and pathogens (Wolfe, 2002).
This dynamic is one example of how the presence (and then
sudden absence) of symbionts can affect competition between
hosts. However, over evolutionary timescales, there could be
selective pressure for parasites in the novel environment to evolve
to infect the invasive host if it is similar enough to an existing
host (Chalkowski et al., 2018; Kołodziej-Sobocińska et al., 2018).
In the presence of competing hosts, a generalist parasite can
even be beneficial to a host species if it did more harm to a
competitor (termed “apparent competition”), as hypothesized to
occur in some bacteriophage/bacteria systems (Jones et al., 2020).
Determining when each of these dynamics is likely to occur is a
fruitful area of future research using digital evolution.

Mutualistic symbioses have somewhat more complicated
effects on competition. Invasions of species that compete with
the mutualists’s hosts present a new opportunity for the symbiont
population, but this opportunity also risks further displacing
their original host species. Because evolution is short-sighted,
exploiting opportunities to infect an invasive host species could
come at a long-term detriment to the symbiont’s population. How
competition is realized when mutualistic interactions are faced
with these opportunities and/or challenges is an open question.

Finally, there is a class of ectosymbiotic relationships where a
symbiont is able to interact with multiple hosts simultaneously,
most notably root mycorrhizae (Simard and Durall, 2004). There
are many hypotheses about how these symbionts modulate
competition between hosts, because the symbiont could gain
the most benefit when all of its hosts are successful (Lareen
et al., 2016). Exploring the evolutionary effects of ectosymbionts
on hosts in competition, and especially the differential effects
when those ectosymbionts are parasitic or mutualistic, is an
exciting possible direction for digital evolution research, though
it will require significant development in the existing digital
evolution systems.
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7.2.4. Asexual to Sexual
Sexual reproduction is a ubiquitous strategy in biological
organisms. However, it has several costs associated with
it (Lehtonen et al., 2012), including (1) time and resources
spent finding a mate; (2) the presence of males that cannot
produce offspring slowing population growth in species without
hermaphroditism; and (3) only half of an individual’s genes
make it into each offspring. One hypothesis for why sexual
reproduction has been such a successful strategy despite
these costs is that it enables rapid evolution to escape from
parasites (Hartfield and Keightley, 2012). Lynch et al. (2018)
experimentally demonstrated that the presence of parasites favors
sexual recombination in Caenorhabditis elegans.

Historically, the default life-history in digital evolution
systems has been asexual reproduction, partly because it
is much easier to implement and analyze. However, some
attempts have been made to introduce sexual reproduction
into digital evolution systems and determine what factors select
for its evolution and maintenance. These investigations have
found that rapidly changing environments do select for sexual
reproduction (Misevic et al., 2010). However, to the best of our
knowledge, coevolution with parasites has never been sufficient
to favor sexual over asexual hosts in Avida.

It has also been observed that some parasites have retained the
ability to facultatively engage in sexual reproduction (Heitman,
2006). This strategy could enable them to spread rapidly via
asexual reproduction when that is most beneficial, and explore
genetic space rapidly with sexual reproduction when conditions
are less favorable. This is another hypothesis that would be
ideal to study in a digital evolution system that supports
sexual reproduction.

7.2.5. Eusociality
Many organisms live in groups of various sizes (Krause
et al., 2002). This lifestyle facilitates the spreading of both
parasitic and mutualistic symbionts (Sarkar et al., 2020). It has
been hypothesized that the presence of mutualistic symbionts
could actually select for group living because of the benefit
of gaining the best symbionts (Lombardo, 2008). However,
in most situations, parasitic symbionts would likely also be
present and potentially selecting against group living. Therefore,
experimentally determining the viability of these hypotheses
would be beneficial. Digital evolution systems have been used
to explore cooperation within species extensively (Goldsby et al.,
2012; Frenoy et al., 2013; Moreno and Ofria, 2019; Vostinar et al.,
2019), so they would be well-suited to introducing mutualistic
and parasitic symbionts to determine their effect.

7.2.6. Range Expansions and Shifts
Symbionts can evolve to either expand or shift which
hosts they infect, and many factors likely influence those
evolutionary dynamics, including co-evolution with the original
host(s) (Gupta et al., 2021). A host range expansion is an
example of a generalist strategy in which the symbiont is able
to infect the new host while maintaining its ability to infect
the original host. A host shift is a specialist strategy in which a
subset of the symbiont group speciates, evolving the ability to

infect the new host while losing the ability to infect the original
host. Predicting the likelihood of these events is especially
important when considering parasitic symbionts, because these
evolutionary dynamics play a role in a pathogenic spillover
(Longdon et al., 2014). Pathogenic spillovers are important across
fields including human and veterinary medicine (Longdon et al.,
2014), agriculture (Sylla et al., 2019), and conservation (Yadav
et al., 2019). Many of the fundamental evolutionary dynamics
underpinning host range expansions and shifts, however, are only
partially understood. For example, Fortuna et al. (2019) found
that whether bacteriophage (viruses that infect bacteria) evolved
to be generalists or specialists was strongly influenced by the
amount of resources available over time.

There are limitations inherent in biological coevolution
studies that can be overcome in digital evolution and would
enable a better understanding of otherwise indistinguishable
dynamics. For example, digital evolution allows us to observe
pathogenic spillovers not only as they have happened (as
in biological studies), but also how they could happen, and
understand the factors that contribute to them. Further, as
discussed in section 4, digital evolution grants the researcher fine-
grained control over the digital organisms’ mutation rates, inter-
and intraspecies contact rates, and genomes, enabling a more
controlled and thorough analysis.

The presence of co-evolving symbionts could also affect the
host’s realized niche (Jones et al., 2020; Hoang et al., 2021).
For example, the presence of co-evolving parasites could select
for a change to the host’s geographical distribution to escape
those parasites. Conversely, mutualistic symbionts that provide
additional defensive or metabolic traits could enable hosts to
expand their realized niche (Hoang et al., 2021). Digital evolution
systems that support perfect control of each of these varying
possible effects will be instrumental in determining how such
dynamics could play out.

7.2.7. Open-Ended Evolution
Finally, a recurring question in digital evolution is what
conditions are necessary for open-ended evolution to occur. As
detailed by Taylor et al. (2016), the definition of open-ended
evolution is not settled. In general, it is the idea of a system in
which continuously novel and “interesting” organisms are able
to evolve, such as the Earth’s biosphere. It is often framed as a
theoretical question, focused on what is missing from current
digital evolution systems that keeps them from attaining the
diversity and complexity seen in biological organisms.

The question relevant to this review is if symbiosis is necessary
or sufficient (or neither) for a system to exhibit open-ended
evolution. The ubiquity of symbiosis in the natural world is a
strong argument for it being necessary. However, as discussed
previously, the goal of digital evolution is not to simulate the
natural world. A valuable component of an open-ended system is
likely to be a continually changing environment (though perhaps
neither necessary nor sufficient), and co-evolving symbionts
can provide continuous change. Conversely, the emergence of
symbiosis from free-living ancestors could be considered an
indication of open-ended evolution.
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We have detailed here only some of the many ways in which
symbiosis can influence the evolutionary dynamics of the species
involved. While there will always be exceptions, these dynamics
make a strong argument that the possibility and emergence of
symbiosis in a digital evolution system should be considered
a hallmark of open-ended evolution. It is an open question if
symbiosis could be sufficient for open-ended evolution to occur.

7.3. What Factors Select for the de novo

Evolution of Symbiosis, Parasitism, and
Mutualism?
Another set of questions that digital evolution is well-suited to
address focuses on the evolution of symbiosis itself. As previously
discussed, a symbiosis has several axes upon which it can vary:

1. The overall benefit or cost to the host, which determines if the
symbiosis is parasitic, commensal, or mutualistic

2. The level of dependence of the symbiont and host on the
symbiosis, which determines if the symbiosis is obligate or
facultative for each partner

3. The physical position of the symbiont in relation to the
host, which determines if the interaction is an endosymbiosis,
ectosymbiosis, etc.

These categories are all independent spectrums, and systems can
shift along them over both individual lifetimes and evolutionary
time. A symbiosis can also be a precursor to an egalitarian major
evolutionary transition where the symbiosis becomes so tightly
linked that the partners become a single organism (Estrela et al.,
2016). Here, we propose specific hypotheses and more general
questions surrounding the evolution of symbiosis that could be
addressed with present or future digital evolution systems.

Endosymbiosis, a relationship where an organism lives inside
its symbiotic partner, is an interesting phenomenon with both
benefits and costs (Chomicki et al., 2020; Puri et al., 2021). It
offers a potentially sheltered environment inside a host (or amore
hostile environment, if the host is defensive) and the possibility of
vertical transmission to the host offspring. However, it brings the
risks of overspecialization and the complications of coevolution,
as discussed previously. Therefore, a general open question is
when would endosymbiosis be favored to evolve, and how does
the form of the symbiosis influence that evolution?

Once inside a host, an endosymbiont could evolve away
from its initial relationship to be mutualistic, parasitic, or
commensal, or it could retain the initial effect it had on its
host. As discussed in section 6, previous results indicate vertical
transmission is insufficient for de novo evolution of a mutualistic
endosymbiosis, because the endosymbiont went extinct before
mutualism evolved. Clearly, the endosymbiont species must
have the capability to survive long enough for any evolutionary
pressures to affect them and their hosts.

There are many possible paths that an endosymbiotic species
could follow, such as from a facultative mutualist toward
an obligate parasite, or an obligate parasite to a mutualist
(the Co-opted Antagonist Hypothesis, Johnson et al., 2021).
Their relative likelihoods and contributing factors could be
investigated in a digital evolution system that supports de

novo evolution of endosymbiosis. Further, transitions from
endosymbiotic parasites to mutualists appear to be fairly
common in biological systems and determining the underlying
mechanisms for this transition would be valuable for the
field (Drew et al., 2021). Similar questions can be asked regarding
ectosymbiotic dynamics, especially those that enable a symbiont
to simultaneously interact with multiple hosts.

Finally, previous results have shown that spatial structure
can affect the evolution of symbiosis in complex ways (Vostinar
and Ofria, 2019). However, these results are only for obligate
endosymbionts. Determining how spatial structure influences the
evolution of symbiosis in other cases will also be important.

7.4. Gaps in Current Systems
Early digital evolution systems (reviewed in section 5) were
designed without a focus on enabling symbiosis. While some
preliminary symbiotic interactions were observed, they were
necessarily limited, because all organisms were required to
occupy cells in a two dimensional grid. Additional functionality
needed to be added to enable endosymbiosis, as was done
by Zaman and colleagues in Avida (Zaman et al., 2011).
Symbulation, created by Vostinar (Vostinar, 2021), was designed
with symbiosis specifically in mind, but is a fairly recent
addition to the software landscape and therefore missing many
desirable features.

Ideally, improvements to existing systems, or the development
of a new digital evolution system that supports symbiosis, will
contain support for many forms of symbiotic interaction. To
answer the questions discussed in the previous subsection, it will
be necessary for such systems to support the evolution between
different symbiotic dynamics. Specifically, we recommend that
digital evolution systems for the study of symbiosis contain:

1. Support for evolution along the parasitism-mutualism
spectrum

2. Support for evolution between free-living and endosymbiont
strategies and between facultative and obligate strategies

3. Multi-level symbiosis, such that an organism can be a host as
well as a symbiont to a super-host

4. Multi-infection, such that symbionts are able to interact
ecologically within a host

5. Support for ectosymbiont strategies, especially allowing for
symbionts that associate with multiple hosts simultaneously

6. Support for asexual and sexual reproduction to enable
studying the role of co-evolving symbionts on the evolution
and maintenance of sexual reproduction

7. Support for host predation to enable the emergence of
parasites with complex lifecycles (Auld and Tinsley, 2015).

In addition, while improvements in underlying technology
have enabled digital evolution systems to support fairly large
populations and the evolution of hundreds of thousands of
generations in long experiments, there is always room for further
improvement. In particular, most digital evolution systems
do not take advantage of the parallel processing capabilities
of modern machines, though efforts are being made in that
area (Moreno et al., 2021).
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Finally, future digital evolution systems for the study of
symbiosis should aim to improve access and ease of use. Many
previous and current systems can only be used for evolutionary
experiments when run on high-performance computing systems,
which are not universally accessible. Improvements are being
made in this regard, particularly with the emergence of digital
evolution systems that can run in an internet browser, such
as those supported by the Empirical platform1. Further, digital
evolution systems usually rely on advanced programming
languages such as C++, making it challenging for less-
experienced programmers to make modifications. However,
researchers could design the systems with this knowledge in
mind, making efforts to improve the modularity and readability
of the systems’ codebases.

8. CONCLUSION

Our goal in this review is to present how the evolution of
symbiosis has been, and can be, studied with digital evolution
systems. We have demonstrated how digital evolution methods
will continue to be valuable tools in determining the generalizable
processes and patterns involved in symbiosis, and we have shown
how digital evolution techniques complement both biological

1Software available online at: https://empirical.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.

and mathematical approaches. A new generation of digital
evolution systems built with symbiosis as a focus will be ideal to
address the many open questions left in the field, and we hope
to see more collaboration between the associated subfields in the
future for the benefit of all.
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